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“A workaround is an intentional adaptation, 
improvisation or change to an existing work system 
in order to overcome established policies that are 
perceived as preventing that work system from 
achieving a desired goal”

From The Theory of Workarounds by 
Steven Alter
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• Original Purpose: On a paper chart, water depths may be connected with a line known 
as a depth contour, similar to the topographic lines or surface features that you see on a 
map. Depth contours present a picture of the bottom to the mariner.

• Current Purpose: Contour lines on a ENC chart are set by the user to indicate where the 
vessel at her present draft can, shouldn’t or can’t go. 

Intent of Contours
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Industry standards, auditors, ship vetting agencies and SIRE inspectors drive the policies in the vessel’s Safety Management System that dictate to the navigator how they are to calculate the depths from which these contours are based on. Following these policies often creates a display where all waters, sometimes starting from beyond the sea buoy inbound, including the channels, are areas the mariner can not ‘safely’ take the vessel. This in turn leads to excessive warnings during route check and excessive alarms during actual transit. The fault lies not within the well-intended policies, but rather in the lack of granularity in the 10m to 20m depth range found on approach and harbor charts and the inability to factor height of the tide.This emerging need for greater detail and more granularity is driven by the increasing size of vessels in relation to ports and their channels, pressure to maximize use of tidal windows, counteract stronger crosswinds or currents, and the consequent reduction of safety margins.



Average draft in ballast 8.0m to 8.5m, average loaded draft 10.7-12.0m

Typical Crowley coastal tanker
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
US Army Corps of Engineer data 2020:22,741 of 73,051 (31%) departures from US ports in 2020 had a deep draft over 10m25% o arrivals over 10m draftEg: Ship drawing 11m, setting up contours for arrival in Charleston, SC. would have to set shallow contour either at 15m to satisfy SMS or charter. They may dictate formula such as draft + squat so shallow contour would be at 15m. Safety contour would be next greater contour or 20m. With many deep-water port ship channels dredged to less than 50’ (about 15m) there is no color differentiation between inside and outside the channel if the Shallow Contour is set for 12m. Navigators end up setting the Shallow Contour at a depth less than the grounding depth of the vessel and manually add no-go zones to enhance visualization and minimize contour alarms. This is tedious and time consuming and is a poor work-around for what appears to be an oversight in the designation of the contour depths. 



Shallow Contour: Depth at which vessel will certainly ground. Generally, the sum of the 
vessel’s deep draft and predicted squat. 

• For the example tanker draft of 11.0m + 0.7m squat = 11.7m

Safety Contour: Intended to mark the boundary of guaranteed safe water for the vessel, 
meaning if the vessel remains outside of the safety contour, they have no worries about 
grounding. Should be a greater number than the shallow contour. Generally Deep draft plus 
squat plus required under keel clearance (UKCr). Crowley tankers, for example) are generally 
required to carry a minimum UCKr of 2.0 ft for a port transit. 

• Sample tanker: draft 11.0m + squat 0.5m + UKCr 0.6m = 12.1m

Deep Contour: This contour choice does not directly affect safe navigation and can be used 
as best suits the navigator. At Crowley, this contour is set (in theory) to differentiate between 
the depth at which the vessel might experience squat effect and the depth at which she would 
not. 

Defining Contours
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shallow Contour: Depth at which vessel will certainly ground. Generally the sum of the vessel’s deep draft and predicted squat. Safety Contour: Intended to mark the boundary of guaranteed safe water for the vessel, meaning if the vessel remains outside of the safety contour they have no worries about grounding. Should be a greater number than the shallow contour. Generally Deep draft plus squat plus required under keel clearance (UKCr) Crowley tankers, for example) are generally required to carry a minimum UCKr of 2.0 ft for a port transit. Deep Contour: This contour choice does not directly affect safe navigation and can be used as best suits the navigator. At Crowley, this contour is set (in theory) to differentiate between the depth at which the vessel might experience squat effect and the depth at which she would not. 



Depth Contours Derived from US Charts in feet & fathoms
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Problematic for a number of obvious reasonsContour on one chart might not be available on adjacent chartSometimes you have to “trick” the system to get the appropriate contour. Eg to get 18ft, you’d have to put in 16ft which would get you 17.7ft which is closer to 18’ than the next closest which is 24ft. 



Areas of New Standard Metric Depth Contour Intervals
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New Standard Metric Depth Contour Intervals
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New Standard Metric Depth IntervalsWill improve user experienceStill has problematic issuesHighlighted contours are most used by Crowley Cargo vesselsNotable lack of granularity in the 10m to 20m depths



31%

69%

Out of 73,000 sailings from 
US ports in 2020, 31% of 
vessels had a deep draft 
greater than 10m. 

2020 US Army Corps of Engineers Port Data
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Deep draft >10M

Deep draft <10M

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
US Army Corps of Engineer data 2020:22,741 of 73,051 (31%) departures from US ports in 2020 had a deep draft over 10m25% o arrivals over 10m draftEg: Ship drawing 11m, setting up contours for arrival in Charleston, SC. would have to set shallow contour either at 15m to satisfy SMS or charter. They may dictate formula such as draft + squat so shallow contour would be at 12m, which would display as 15m. Safety contour would be next greater contour or 20m. With many deep-water port ship channels dredged to less than 50’ (about 15m) there is no color differentiation between inside and outside the channel if the Shallow Contour is 15m. Navigators end up setting the Shallow Contour at a depth less than the grounding depth of the vessel and manually add no-go zones to enhance visualization and minimize contour alarms. This is tedious and time consuming and is a poor work-around for what appears to be an oversight in the designation of the contour depths. 



Scotland Light to Sandy Hook NJ ENC on RosePoint ECS 
Sample tanker with 11.0m draft, contours set at:
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Shallow Contour – 12.0m

Safety Contour – 13.0m

Deep Contour – 24.0m

Contour settings per 
industry standard 
recommendations. No 
1/10th meters. 

Channel depth: 11.7m, 
Tide: high at 1.7m

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Same area, Raritan Bay East Reach ENC on a RosePoint ECS Shallow 12mSafety 13mDeep 30mNearly impossible to see the channel



Raritan Bay, NY ENC on RosePoint ECS
11.0m draft, contours set at:
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Shallow Contour – 9.0m

Safety Contour – 12.0m

Deep Contour – 24.0m

Channel depth: 11.7m, 
Tide: high at 1.7m

Contour setting ‘gamed’
In order to see 
differentiation between 
channel and sounding 
water

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shallow contour set at 9m, Safety Contour at 12m, Deep contour at 30mSystem gamed or workaround in place in order to defeat the inneffective safety measures



NEW LA/LB Band 6 Hi-Def ENC on RosePoint ECS
11.0m draft, contours set at:
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Shallow Contour – 9.0m

Safety Contour – 12.0m

Deep Contour – 24.0m

Channel depth: 25m, 

Contour setting ‘gamed’
In order to see 
differentiation between 
channel and sounding 
water

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shallow contour set at 9m, Safety Contour at 12m, Deep contour at 24mFrom the NOAA Website:For large vessels entering port where there is next to zero margin for error, pilots and shipmasters are looking for the highest resolution data available to help them navigate these tight spaces safely and efficiently. In mid-2020, NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey constructed and released 16 high-definition (HD), band 6 (or berthing scale) electronic navigational charts for Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor, providing mariners with the best charts available to do their job.These charts all have 1 meter contour granularity. This level of detail needs to be the standard for all approach, harbor and berthing charts. 



Conclusion
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There needs to be a minimum granularity of 1m for contours in the 
10m to 20m range and some way to account for the height of the tide. 
A large percentage of deep-draft cargo vessels operate in this range of 
drafts. If they follow established industry standards for setting 
contours, key safety of navigation features become unusable. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Thank you
For questions, contact

Bren Wade, Manager Marine Compliance

Bren.Wade@Crowley.com
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